Abstract: In this paper, a photonic correlation scheme that allows accumulation of negative signals is presented. The scheme uses four-wave mixing of pairs of signal and pump wavelengths, which are chosen such that they create idler wavelengths at a common wavelength. The total optical power at this target idler wavelength depends on the relative phase of each pump and signal wavelength. This concept has been applied to form a correlator where signal wavelengths are modulated by an input bit stream and mixed with pump wavelengths representing a reference bit pattern. This approach provides a correlation function with smaller unwanted noise peaks due to cancelation in the subtraction process. Simulation of the proposed correlation technique has been used to verify the concept using both intensity and phase modulation of the signal wavelengths.
Introduction
Correlation of electrical signals with negative values is difficult using photonics since optical signals are always positive [1] - [3] . In this paper, a novel correlation scheme based on four wave mixing (FWM) is presented which can achieve accumulation of negative correlation signals. The key concept of this work is to utilize an inherent property of FWM to achieve the subtraction of two optical signals optically [4] . FWM of signal and pump wavelengths creates idler wavelengths at sum and difference wavelengths which carry information from the original wavelengths. If a number of signal and pump wavelength pairs are selected such that the signal wavelengths have a separation equal to twice that of the pump wavelengths, then FWM of each signal and pump wavelength pair will create an idler wavelength at a common target wavelength. The optical power at this target idler wavelength depends on the relative phase of each mixing product at that wavelength. Subtraction of an idler can be achieved if the pump wavelength of that mixing product has a /2 radian or 90 phase shift with respect to the other pump wavelengths [4] . The resultant idler for that particular mixing term will have a radian or 180 phase difference with respect to the other idlers at the same wavelength which will result in a subtraction of optical fields. This subtraction principle is utilized to achieve a negative accumulation based correlator. Fig. 1 illustrates this principle.
In Fig. 1 , the signal wavelengths are S1 and S2 ð¼ S1 þ Á S Þ and the pump wavelengths are P1 and P2 ð¼ P1 þ Á S =2Þ. In terms of frequency, the signal frequencies are ! S1 and ! S2 , where ! S2 ¼ ! S1 þ Á! S , and the pump frequencies are ! P1 and ! P , where
Four wave mixing of ! P1 and ! S1 produces an idler frequency at 2! P1 À ! S1 ð% 2 P1 À S1 Þ. Likewise, FWM of ! P2 and ! S2 produces an idler at 2ð
If the pump wavelengths are in phase [ Fig. 1(a) ], the resultant idlers add at the common wavelength. If P2 has a phase shift of /2 radians compared to P1 [ Fig. 1(b) ], the mixing product due to P2 has a phase shift of P radians compared to the mixing product due to P1 resulting in subtraction of the optical fields.
Simulation results of this principle are presented in [4] . In this paper, we use this technique to demonstrate a correlation scheme which can achieve accumulation of negative signals. The correlation process is demonstrated for both intensity and phase modulation of the signal wavelengths and it is concluded that phase modulation is the preferred modulation technique since it achieves a greater contrast between correlated and uncorrelated signals.
Optical Signal Subtraction
Before presenting the correlation technique, we present simulation results demonstrating the optical subtraction scheme described above. A simulation of the subtraction scheme was performed using BVPItransmissionMaker 9.0[ software. A WDM comb generator was used as an optical source to obtain signal and pump wavelengths with a deterministic phase relationship and an optical processor was used to change the phase of a pump wavelength as required.
Pump and signal wavelengths were combined and fed into a length of highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) which had a nonlinear coefficient ¼ 20 W À1 km À1 and zero dispersion in the 1540 to 1560 nm range. The output of the HNLF contains the FWM products. The power level at the target idler wavelength was measured to observe the addition and subtraction process. Fig. 2(i) shows the simulation results when the signal and pump wavelengths are all in phase. Signal S1 and pump P1 mix and generate an idler at 2 P1 À S1 with a power level of À30 dBm. Likewise, S2 and P2 generate an idler at the same wavelength with the same power level of À30 dBm. When S1 , S2 , P1 , and P2 are all present, the optical fields of the two idlers add in phase, resulting in a power level of À24 dBm (a 6 dB increase). Fig. 2 (ii) shows the simulation results when the phase of pump P2 is phase shifted by 90 with respect to P1 . As before, the mixing of S1 and P1 produces an idler at 2 P1 À S1 with a power level of À30 dBm, as does the mixing of S2 and P2 . However, the two idlers are now 180 out of phase. When S1 , S2 , P1 , and P2 are all present, the optical fields of the idlers subtract and produce a power level of À80 dBm.
Correlation Technique
In the proposed correlation technique, a number of carrier or signal wavelengths are each modulated by an input electrical bit stream which is to be correlated with a reference or template bit pattern. The modulated signal wavelengths are then dispersed or delayed so there is a relative delay of a one bit time duration between adjacent wavelengths, as in [2] , and combined with an equal number of pump wavelengths, which represent the template bit pattern. The pump wavelengths have an equal power level and those representing a B0[ exhibit a /2 radians phase shift with respect to those representing a B1[. The spacing between the pump wavelengths is selected to be the half the spacing between the signal wavelengths, as explained above, such that the individual mixing processes generate the same unique idler wavelength [4] , [6] . The signal and pump wavelengths are mixed in a length of highly nonlinear optical fiber to produce the required idler wavelengths.
As an example of this process, consider the correlation of a four bit pattern (let it be 1011 for this example). To represent the four bits, four wavelengths are selected to act as carrier wavelengths which are modulated with the input electrical bit stream. As the method is a convolution method, the pump wavelengths are selected as a time inverted version of the reference bit pattern, in this case 1101, to get the correlation coefficient [2] . The third wavelength representing a B0[ has a /2 radians phase shift with respect to the wavelengths representing a B1[. FWM of the carrier and pump wavelengths produces idlers at 2 P1 À S1 , as shown in Fig. 3 , with three additive idlers and one 180 out of phase idler which will subtract from the others. The output at 2 P1 À S1 thus provides a correlation coefficient with negative accumulation. Simulations have been performed using BVPItransmissionMaker 9.0[ software to validate this proposed correlation scheme. Both intensity and phase modulation have been used to modulate the signal wavelengths.
Simulation Using Intensity Modulation
The simulation set-up for the correlation scheme using intensity modulation to modulate the signal wavelengths is shown in Fig. 4 .
Similar to the simulation for subtraction in [5] , a WDM comb generator is used to ensure a deterministic phase relationship among the wavelengths in operation and a wave shaper is used to process the wavelength comb to set the template up. The wave shaper module consists of filters and a phase converter which can manipulate the phase of any input wavelength and can also process any frequency in the spatial domain. In the laboratory, a wave shaper enables software control to shape any pulse or frequency comb. The WDM comb generator module was used to generate a wavelength comb with a Á S 2 spacing between them. The wave shaper processes the incoming wavelength comb in such a way that one output port provides 4 optical wavelengths with a Á S spacing with no manipulation of their phase. These wavelengths represent the carrier wavelengths. The other output port has 4 optical wavelengths with Á S =2 spacing between them. The phase of these wavelengths can be manipulated to represent the template. In this case, to represent 1101 the phase of the third wavelength was altered to have a /2 radians phase difference with respect to other wavelengths at this port. Therefore, at this output port the pump wavelengths representing 1101 had the same power level with one wavelength phase shifted by /2 radians.
The output port which provides the signal or carrier wavelengths is connected to a quadrature biased Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) which is driven by an input 1011 bit pattern at 10 Gb/s. As a result all the carrier wavelengths are modulated by the input bit stream. Since intensity modulation is utilized in this simulation the B1[ is represented by the presence of optical power whereas an absence indicates a B0[. The wavelengths then face a differential delay depending on the bit position they represent and are then amplified and combined with the wavelengths representing the template before being fed into a 1 km length of HNLF. The HNLF has a nonlinear coefficient ¼ 20 W À1 km À1 and zero dispersion in the 1540 to 1560 nm range. The FWM of pump and carrier wavelengths produces numerous idlers, but one unique idler at 2 P1 À S1 is produced for all individual mixings and this particular wavelength is filtered to obtain the correlation function.
To verify the principle of operation, a VPI simulation was first performed using the set-up of P3 , and P4 . The power level of these pump wavelengths at the input of the HNLF was also set À10 dBm. Four wave mixing of the corresponding signal and pump wavelengths in the HNLF generates a common idler wavelength at 1552.79 nm (193.2 THz). Fig. 5(a) shows that the mixing of S1 and P1 produces an idler at the target wavelength with a power level of À30.3 dBm. Similarly, S2 and P2 produce an idler at the same wavelength with a power level of À30.11 dBm, shown in Fig. 5(b) .
With both P1 and P2 set to be in phase and mixed with S1 and S1 , the resultant idler was at the same target wavelength with a power level of À24.87 dBm, as seen in Fig. 5(c) . Comparing this power level with the power of individual mixing it is evident that the optical fields have added in phase which results in a 6 dB increment in the total output power. In order to verify the process of subtraction, the phase of P3 was set to be 90 out of phase with respect to P4 . These pump wavelengths were mixed with S3 and S4 to produce an idler at the target wavelength with a power level of only À75 dBm as depicted in Fig. 5(f) . Subtraction of power levels has been achieved in this case.
The next step was to apply the 1011 modulating signal to the modulator. After modulation, each of the four wavelengths which represent 1011 are delayed based on their bit position as seen at Fig. 4 (ii). The modulated carriers are then combined with the template wavelengths and mixed in the HNLF. The mixing products followed the concept of Fig. 5 . After filtering of the required idler wavelengths and detection by a photodetector, the detected electrical waveforms due to each mixing term are shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a)-(d) show the detected waveforms for individual mixing terms at the target idler wavelength. Fig. 5(e) shows the combined mixing product, which is a summation of Fig. 6 (a)-(d) which represents the correlation function. It is to be noted that Fig. 6(c) represents the mixing product which involves the template wavelength representing B0[. The mixing product has a radians phase difference with respect to the other mixing products and therefore is subtracted from the other additive signals.
When the input bit pattern matches the template pattern, as is the case here, a correlation peak occurs at the middle of the correlation function. The height of this correlation peak is equal to the height of a B1[ detected for each wavelength multiplied by the number of B1[s in the template, in this case three. The correlation technique described here results in smaller unwanted Fnoise_ peaks because some of the noise bits are canceled in the subtraction process. When the input bit stream does not match the template pattern, the peak value of the correlation function is less than the maximum value of three units. Fig. 7 shows the detected waveforms for a mismatched condition when the input bit stream is changed to 1100 and the template remains 1101. A peak value of 2 units is reached in the correlation function which indicates a mismatch.
If the modulating signal is a continuous pseudorandom bit stream rather than a fixed 4 bit pattern, the incoming bit stream is continuously compared with the template and a match between any 4 input bits and the 1101 template is indicated when the correlation function reaches a maximum value of 3 units. This is shown in Fig. 8. 
Simulation Using Phase Modulation
Using intensity modulation of the signal wavelengths in the approach outlined above, even though a significant improvement of the noise floor is achievable through cancelation of unwanted bits in the correlation function, the ultimate contrast is not much better than previously demonstrated correlation schemes [2] , [3] , [6] - [8] . By performing a truth table exercise it was realized that a significant improvement in correlation contrast is achievable by using phase modulation (PM) instead of intensity modulation. This section examines the simulation results obtained using a phase modulator in place of the MZM to modulate the carrier wavelength.
By replacing the MZM intensity modulator with a phase modulator and keeping the rest of the setup of Fig. 4 unchanged, the carrier wavelengths can be phase modulated by the input bit stream. Using phase modulation, a B1[ is represented by a þve 1 and a B0[ is represented by a Àve 1.
FWM of the carrier and pump wavelengths produces idler wavelengths at a common target wavelength, as before. Because positive and negative optical fields can cancel, the resulting correlation signal exhibits an enhanced contrast between the correlation peak and other peaks. Fig. 9(a)-(d) show the electrical waveforms at the output of the photodetector due to each mixing term at the target idler wavelength when the input signal is matched with the template 1101. Fig. 9(e) shows the correlation function which has a peak value of 4 units. This peak is higher than the peak value of 3 units achieved using intensity modulation of the signal wavelengths and achieved by other earlier correlation techniques. In addition, the contrast between the correlation peak and other peaks is at least two units which is a notable improvement with respect to previous correlation methods where the contrast is only 1 unit.
All possible input bit patterns were simulated and Fig. 10 shows the worst case mismatched condition when the input pattern is 1001. In this case the peak value of the correlation is two units, as seen in Fig. 10(e) . Therefore, there is at least a 2 unit difference in contrast between the correlation peaks for the matched and mismatched bit patterns.
Conclusion
A novel technique to achieve subtraction of optical fields based on four wave mixing and the use of a common target idler wavelength has been presented. Changing the relative phase of a pump wavelength can change the sign of the field at the idler wavelength causing addition or subtraction of signals. This concept has been used to demonstrate a new photonic correlation scheme where signal wavelengths are modulated by an input electrical bit stream and are then differentially delayed before being mixed with pump wavelengths representing a reference or template bit pattern in a length of highly nonlinear optical fiber. This technique has been demonstrated using VPItransmissionMaker 9.0 based simulations. Both intensity and phase modulation of signal carrier wavelengths by the input bit pattern have been performed. The technique shows a correlation function with better contrast between the correlation peak and other unwanted peaks due to 
